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This is an impressive book by one of the finest popular social science writers. Hall offers a compelling demonstration that size—that is, one's height—does indeed matter, and in numerous, profound, and often-unexpected ways. He does not simply reiterate common assumptions about the consequences one's height has on social status, self-confidence, career success, and the like, although he does lay out chillingly strong evidence for these popular truisms. What sets this book apart from most social-science trade books is the multifaceted, comprehensive, interdisciplinary information the author has mined about the topic. Hall's tour of the consequences of size takes the reader through developmental and social psychology, anthropology, ethology, medicine, biology, history, and art. He covers topics ranging from the long-term effects of low birth weight to the psychology and sociology of bullying to clinical treatments for physical growth. The book is written in the engaging, deceptively light style that one has come to expect from Hall, alternating between anecdotes and reviews of the pertinent research (detailed in extensive notes).

Summing Up: Essential. All readers; all levels.
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